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We have investigated the Hall effect in the geometrically frustrated Kondo lattice Pr2Ir2O7. In its spin-
liquid-like paramagnetic regime, the Hall resistivity �xy is found to increase logarithmically on cooling.
Moreover, in this low temperature region, the field dependence of the Hall conductivity �xy shows a large
enhancement up to 30 ��1 cm�1 as well as a nonmonotonic change with the magnetization. Our results
are far different from the anomalous Hall effect due to the spin-orbit coupling observed in ordinary
magnetic conductors. We discuss the possible spin-chirality effect in the Ir 5d conduction band due to the
noncoplanar texture of Pr h111i Ising-like moments.
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The anomalous Hall effect of magnetic conductors has
attracted great interest both in the field of fundamental
science and applications. Empirically, the Hall resistivity
�xy is written as

 �xy � R0B� 4�RsM; (1)

where B is the magnetic field, and M is the magnetization
[1]. The first term is the ordinary Hall resistivity due to the
Lorentz force. The second term describes the anomalous
Hall effect (AHE) whose origin is theoretically attributed
to the magnetization and spin-orbit coupling [2–4]. This
relation holds in most magnetic conductors, including
ferromagnets, paramagnets, and Kondo lattice systems.
Because the AHE can be used to probe M, and for its
possible application in spintronics, giant effects have been
sought for instance in ferromagnetic semiconductors [5,6].

Recently, a new mechanism of the AHE, related to the
spin chirality under noncoplanar spin configurations, has
been proposed [7–12]. A finite spin chirality, which is
proportional to a solid angle subtended by spins, induces
a finite Berry phase of conduction electrons. This Berry
phase acts as a fictitious magnetic field on the conduction
electrons and leads to the AHE [9]. In contrast with the
conventional mechanisms, this contribution appears with-
out the spin-orbit coupling. Besides, for the spin-chirality
mechanism, a ferromagnet is not necessarily ideal to in-
duce a large Hall effect because the ferromagnetic corre-
lation tends to align conduction electron spins parallel and
decreases the chirality.

Up to now, however, the anomalous Hall effect driven by
the spin chirality has been experimentally examined
mainly in ferromagnets such as manganites [7,8] and py-
rochlore molybdates [13–16]. In contrast, a paramagnetic
metal with a noncoplanar spin texture is ideal to search for
a large Hall effect and to test the validity of the spin-
chirality mechanism. Such magnets are quite rare, although

a number of itinerant systems are known, and thus the
recently discovered geometrically frustrated Kondo lattice
Pr2Ir2O7 [17,18] stands uniquely for such possibility.

In this system, the localized Pr 4f moments with h111i
Ising anisotropy form a pyrochlore lattice and provide the
noncoplanar spin texture [18,19]. Ir 5d-conduction elec-
trons are only weakly correlated and Pauli paramagnetic.
Significantly, because of strong geometrical frustration,
Pr2Ir2O7 has no magnetic long-range order down to
120 mK, despite an antiferromagnetic RKKY interaction
of T� � 20 K between the Pr spins. Instead, the Kondo
effect emerges and leads to partial screening of the 4f
moments below the Kondo temperature TK (�T�).
Through the renormalization effect, the antiferromagnetic
correlation among the resultant underscreened moments
become much weaker, and the Weiss temperature de-
creases by 1 order of magnitude to �W � 1:7 K. On further
cooling, the susceptibility exhibits a logarithmically di-
verging behavior, suggesting that a ferromagnetic coupling
eventually develops in this low T regime. Correspondingly,
the magnetic part of the specific heat shows a broad peak at
�W. These indicate that the Pr spins form a correlated
liquidlike state below �W.

This low T regime is very interesting because the Pr
h111i Ising-like spins are likely to be aligned to yield a
finite spin chirality under applied fields, and may induce
the fictitious magnetic field on the 5d conduction band
through the Kondo coupling [11–14]. This provides a
significant and rare test case to find the possible large
Hall effect in paramagnetic materials and to check the
validity of the spin-chirality mechanism. In this Letter,
we report the observation of the divergingly enhanced
low T Hall resistivity in the spin-liquid-like regime of the
frustrated Kondo lattice Pr2Ir2O7. In this regime, �xy under
a field of 0.3 T increases logarithmically on cooling and
reaches a large value up to �3 �� cm, which is compa-
rable with or larger than typical values for ordinary ferro-
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magnets. Furthermore, in the same T region, strong anisot-
ropy and nonmonotonic dependence on M have been ob-
served in �xy, which sharply contrasts with the empirical
relation given by Eq. (1). A possible spin-chirality mecha-
nism is discussed.

Single crystals of Pr2Ir2O7 were grown by a flux method
[20]. Four-axis x-ray diffraction analysis confirmed that
the single crystals have a well-ordered pyrochlore structure
with Fd�3m symmetry [20]. Energy dispersive x-ray analy-
sis measurements confirmed the homogeneity and high
purity of the crystals. The longitudinal and transverse
resistivities (�xx and �xy) were measured by a conventional
four-probe method with a current path along the [110]
direction. Three different samples from the same batch
were used with respect to different field directions.
Samples were polished down to a typical size of 0:3�
0:2� 0:05 mm3 and a mass�0:03 mg. We eliminated the
longitudinal voltage drop by reversing the field direction.
The magnetization M below 2 K was measured by the
Faraday balance method [21].

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of �xy�T�
under a field of 0.3 T along the [111] direction. From a
small value at high Ts, �xy�T� starts increasing substan-
tially below T� � 20 K and shows an unusual logarithmic
increase below �W � 1:7 K. At the lowest temperature
0.4 K, it reaches a large value around 3 �� cm.

In order to check the expected behavior based on the
empirical rule of Eq. (1), we plot in the inset of Fig. 1 the
Hall coefficient RH�� �xy=B� vs the susceptibility 4�M=B
measured under B � 0:3 T along the [111] direction. A
good fit to the experimental data using Eq. (1) is obtained
over a decade of temperature between T� and �w. The
obtained value of Rs � 0:40 cm3=C is about 300 times
larger than R0 � �1:51� 10�3 cm3=C, as observed in

ordinary magnetic metals [1]. The single-band relation,
R0 � �1=ne, yields n � 4:13� 1021 cm�3, which indi-
cates the low carrier concentration of this system. Using
this concentration and the relation kF � �3�2n�1=3 for the
free electron gas, the RKKY interaction between the near-
est neighbor Pr moments is expected to be ferromagnetic.
It is likely that through the renormalization of the magnetic
correlation, the ferromagnetic nearest neighbor coupling
may evolve on cooling and lead to the observed lnT
divergence of the susceptibility below �w.

In sharp contrast with the ordinary behavior observed in
the higher T region, the system below �w no longer follows
the empirical rules based on the conventional mechanism.
First, the temperature dependence of �xy shown in the inset
of Fig. 1 clearly exhibits a deviation from Eq. (1) below �w.
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the anoma-
lous Hall coefficient Rs�T� together with �xx�T�. Here,
because R0 	 Rs, Rs is estimated to be �xy�T�=4�M�T�
at B � 0:3 T. In the low fields &0:3 T, �xy is linearly
dependent on M (inset of Fig. 2). Based on the conven-
tional mechanism, �xy or Rs is known to exhibit a power-
law dependence on �xx, i.e., �xy, Rs / ��xx with the ex-
ponent �� 0:4, 1.0 or 2.0 [22]. Such behavior is indeed
observed in Pr2Ir2O7 above �w as both Rs�T� and �xx�T�
are nearly constant within the experimental error over a
decade of temperature between T� and �w. Below �w,
however, Rs�T� no longer obeys such formula but increases
nearly logarithmically while �xx�T� is constant. This be-
havior clearly indicates a failure of the empirical relation in
this low T regime.

Moreover, the field dependence of the Hall resistivity in
the low T regime does not obey the empirical rule of
Eq. (1), but shows strong anisotropy and nonmonotonic
M dependence. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the field depen-
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FIG. 1 (color online). Temperature dependence of the Hall
resistivity �xy (T) under a field of B � 0:3 T along the [111]
direction. Inset: the Hall coefficient RH vs the susceptibility
4�M=B under a field of B � 0:3 T along the [111] direction.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Temperature dependence of the anoma-
lous Hall coefficient Rs (T) (left) and the longitudinal resistivity
�xx (T) (right) under a field of B � 0:3 T along the [111]
direction. Inset: �xy vs M plot at T � 0:5 K for different field
directions.
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dences of the Hall conductivity �xy�B� (
�xy�B�=�2
xx�B�)

and M�B� along the principal axes [100], [110], and [111]
measured at T � 0:5 K (	�w � 1:7 K). Remarkably,
�xy�B� reaches a large value �25 ��1 cm�1 under a rela-
tively small field of about 1 T, and eventually more than
30 ��1 cm�1 at 7 T. These are comparable with or larger
than the values for metallic or semiconducting ferromag-
nets such as (Ga,Mn)As (14 ��1 cm�1) [5], Fe1�xCoxSi
(40 ��1 cm�1) [6] and Nd2Mo2O7 (20 ��1 cm�1) [14].
Up to Bc � 0:7 T, both�xy�B� andM�B� is nearly isotropic
and shows rapid and linear increase with field. This sug-
gests that the spin-liquid-like state is stable below Bc be-
cause the energy scale of Bc � 0:7 T corresponds to that of
�w � 1:7 K, the formation temperature of the spin-liquid-
like state. However, beyond Bc, the field dependence be-
comes strongly anisotropic and is no longer proportional to
M. For the [100] direction, for instance, �xy becomes
nearly saturated around 3 T, while the corresponding M
is smoothly increasing with field. Furthermore, the [111]
component of �xy peaks around Bc, at which field no
anomaly of M was found. These anisotropic behavior
and nonmonotonic M dependence can be also clearly
seen in the inset of Fig. 2.

In terms of the conventional mechanism due to the spin-
orbit coupling, it is highly difficult to understand the above
nontrivial temperature and field dependences of the large
Hall effect observed below �w � 1:7 K. Instead, it is natu-
ral to expect the spin-chirality contribution to the Hall
effect because the Pr h111i Ising-like spins under fields
may well have a sizeable spin chirality due to their non-
coplanar spin texture and produce a fictitious magnetic
field on the Ir sites through the Kondo coupling. This

possibility has been discussed in Nd2Mo2O7, which also
shows nonmonotonic M dependence of �xy [14].

In order to estimate the spin-chirality contribution to the
Hall conductivity, we have to first clarify the spin structure
under fields. While the spin configuration under zero field
has not been clarified yet, those under the high field limit
can be uniquely determined by the Zeeman energy scale,
such as ‘‘2-in, 2-out’’ configuration for the [100] field
direction, and ‘‘1-in, 3-out’’ (or ‘‘3-in, 1-out’’) configura-
tion for the [111] field direction. For [110], however, half
of the spins are perpendicular to the field, whose directions
must be determined by the internal interactions. Thus, the
‘‘2-in, 2-out’’ state is most likely to be stabilized owing to
the ferromagnetic nearest neighbor interactions [23].

The fictitious magnetic field bIr that penetrates a single
Ir tetrahedron is defined as a vector sum:

 b Ir �
X

hi;j;ki

fIi � �Ij � Ik�gnijk; (2)

where I is an internal field at an Ir site generated by Pr
spins via the Kondo coupling, and nijk is a normal vector
(with unit length) of a triangle formed by site i, j and k
[11,15]. Figure 4 shows the configuration of the Pr spins
(green arrows) for the ‘‘2-in, 2-out’’ and ‘‘1-in, 3-out’’
states and corresponding internal fields at the Ir sites
(blue arrows). The Pauli paramagnetic Ir spins are polar-
ized parallel to I at low T if the Kondo effect due to the
antiferromagnetic f-d exchange interaction Jfd is domi-
nant over the Zeeman energy effect. This is valid below
about BK � 14 T, which corresponds to the energy scale of

 

FIG. 4 (color online). Configurations of the Pr spins (green
arrows) for the ‘‘2-in, 2-out’’ and ‘‘1-in, 3-out’’ states and the
corresponding internal fields at the Ir sites (blue arrows) under
the high field limit along the (a) [100] and (b) [111] directions.
Open black and closed red arrows denote the directions of
external and fictitious magnetic fields, respectively.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Field dependence of (a) the Hall con-
ductivity �xy�B� and (b) the magnetization M�B� at T � 0:5 K
for different field directions. Inset: field dependence of the
anisotropy of the Hall conductivity ��100

xy =��110
xy and the mag-

netization M�100=M�110 at T � 0:5 K.
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TK � 20 K. The direction of I depends on the configura-
tion of the nearest neighbor Pr spins surrounding the Ir site.
For instance, I1 at the Ir1 site is defined as I1 �

��2Jfd=
���
3
p
��S3 � S3 � S4�, where Si is the Pri site spin

with the size j S j , because the Ir1 site is located at a cen-
ter of a Pr hexagon consisting of three pairs of equivalent
sites to Pr2, Pr3, and Pr4. For the case of the ‘‘2-in, 2-out’’
and ‘‘1-in, 3-out’’ configurations, I2#;2"

1 �A�1;1;�3�
and I1#;3"

1 � A��1;�1;�1�, respectively, where A�
2JfdjSj=

���
3
p

. Then, bIr produced by the internal field of
the Pr spins can be calculated for each case using Eq. (2),
as b2#;2"

Ir � 48A3�1; 0; 0� and b1#;3"
Ir � 24A3��1;�1;�1�.

It is important to note that b2#;2"
Ir �B is positive, while

b1#;3"
Ir �B is negative as shown in Fig. 4.
Based on the spin-chirality mechanism, the Hall con-

ductivity is proportional to the sum of bIr �B over all the Ir
tetrahedra. As we discussed above, with fields along [100]
and [110], the ‘‘2-in, 2-out’’ state becomes stabilized and
generates the fictitious magnetic field b2#;2"

Ir along the h100i
direction. This should be the reason why strongly enhanced
�xy is observed for both [100] and [110] directions. On the
other hand, along the [111] direction, the number of the
tetrahedra with the ‘‘1-in, 3-out’’ state should increase as a
function of field. Since b1#;3"

Ir �B has the opposite sign to
b2#;2"

Ir �B, ��111
xy is expected to decrease and become nega-

tive under high fields. Indeed,��111
xy peaks at around Bc and

starts decreasing with fields, suggesting that it is Bc where
the crossover starts from the spin-liquid-like regime to the
‘‘1-in, 3-out’’ state. On the other hand, ��111

xy remains
positive up to 7 T, probably because of the additional
contribution based on the conventional mechanism.

Furthermore, based on the spin-chirality mechanism, the
anisotropy of ��100

xy =��110
xy should be given simply by the

inverse cosine of the angle between [100] and [110] be-
cause for both cases, the fictitious magnetic field should be
along the h100i direction. This is indeed the case, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 3(b), and��100

xy =��110
xy stays almost close

the expected ratio of
���
2
p

above 1 T. However, this does not
necessarily mean that the conventional contribution based
on Eq. (1) is negligible. Given that the magnetization
anisotropy M�100=M�110 is nearly

���
2
p

owing to the h111i
Ising anisotropy of the Pr moments [inset of Fig. 3(b)], the
ratio of the expected conventional contributions 4�RsM
for these two field directions would also be close to

���
2
p

, if
Rs is nearly isotropic in these two field directions at low T.
To quantify such contributions, we are planning to extend
our measurements of �xy to high magnetic fields. Once the
field becomes much larger than BK � 14 T, the Ir conduc-
tion electron spins should be fully polarized to have zero
chirality, and thus �xy is expected to approach certain
values originating from the conventional mechanism for
all directions.

In fact, in Nd2Mo2O7, all the direction components of
�xy decrease above several teslas corresponding to the
energy scale of Jfd and saturate at finite values under
high fields [15]. However, in our case of Pr2Ir2O7, Jfd
should be larger than BK � 14 T, and thus the fictitious
magnetic field made of the Pr spin chirality may well be
strong enough to induce the large Hall effect, as observed
up to 7 T. Furthermore, the maximum of the Hall conduc-
tivity 30 ��1 cm�1 is larger than that of the ferromagnet
Nd2Mo2O7 (20 ��1 cm�1). This fact is quite remarkable
because Pr2Ir2O7 is paramagnetic without any spontaneous
magnetization. This underlines the Pauli paramagnetic
state of the Ir conduction electrons, which allows the Ir
electron spins to subtend the solid angle as wide as that
determined by the Pr spin chirality. The large �xy observed
in the spin-liquid-like paramagnetic state of Pr2Ir2O7 sheds
new light on the approach to enhance the Hall effect in
magnetic conductors.
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